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Nøtel Corporation is proud to present our first virtual reality advertisement for the Nøtel, 
our flagship range of zerø-star™* hotels that embody the concept of fully-automated luxury. 
Designed by world-leading architects to accommodate today’s global nomads, you can rest 
assured that your secrecy and security is of the utmost importance. Why not indulge in the 
personalized, intelligent sound system at the piano bar, or bathe in the glow of our eco-friendly, 
thermo-nuclear spa?

Secure architecture is the foundation of luxury. At the Nøtel, we have applied our expertise 
in civil security and property management for high net-worth individuals. On the digital 
front, our servers ensure zero network downtime and 256-bit encryption to guarantee safe 
communication between you and your loved ones. As for your physical well-being, the Nøtel 
complies with military refuge zone specifications to shield you from a wide range of threats 
from civil unrest to natural disaster. Finally, our pre-emptive drone security is seamlessly 
integrated into the fabric of the building and prevents dangerous situations before they even 
arise. 

At Nøtel Corporation, we believe you deserve habitation ergonomically moulded to your 
desires. Our in-house design team, through extensive modeling, has created New Reaktion™: 
an intelligent sound system that is calibrated towards your better self. Through a sophisticated 
network of face recognition, motion trackers, heat sensors and body language translation,  New 
Reaktion™ is designed so that from the moment you enter, the Nøtel will learn your mood and 
compose a musical experience audible only to you. Played through our exclusive direct neuro-
active speaker systems, the ultimate in aesthetic privacy is maintained, keeping you balanced 
and creative with our tailored array of mood music and trend forecasting updates.

We launched the Nøtel chain to accelerate hospitality and take the friction out of living. No 
more second-guessing your own wishes. No more unwanted encounters with others. No more 
substandard service spoiling your flow. We pride ourselves by occupying the cutting edge of 
social technologies adapted just for you. At Nøtel, you will need nothing.

CEØ Statement



Location:   London
Floor area:   376,000 sqm  
Diameter:   657.3 m
Height Above Ground:  37.3 m
Rooms:              12 

*zerø-star™ – Nøtel transcends standard classification systems for luxury temporary residences. The zerø-
star™ rating refers to the absence of any human workers, allowing you to indulge in a new dimension of 
privacy during your stay.







Nøtel is an immersive, two-chapter, multimedia installation by London-based artist Lawrence 
Lek created in collaboration with electronic musician Kode9 (Steve Goodman). The project 
installation transforms the gallery into a marketing suite for the fictional Nøtel Corporation, 
advertising future plans for a global expansion of the hotel chain. The exhibition uses similar 
conventions of property marketing, including a video trailer and virtual reality, to conjure an 
image of a future luxury hotel as if it will be developed on site.

Set in a future London, where elite society no longer requires permanent housing but rather 
stays in temporary accommodation, Nøtel speculates on critical issues surrounding the newly-
regenerated areas of the capital, including London City Island, where the exhibition’s first 
iteration is situated. Nøtel uses speculative architecture as a tool to imagine the future of these 
developments, and to address ideas around the politics of labour and an automated workforce, 
juxtaposed with notions of alienation and belonging.

Nøtel proposes a globalised, standardised way of living. Its alternative approach would 
alleviate the overpopulation of cities and the struggles of obtaining property, promoting an 
economic model which saves money by replacing humans with AI to complete menial tasks. 

Shøwroom Statement



Nøtel exposes the fine line between cost-efficiency and hyper-luxury – after checking in at the 
Nøtel, residents are left alone, broaching the question of hypothetical social-realism and what 
luxurious lifestyle means for future generations.

The site-specific installation relates to the rapid transformation of a post-industrial area into 
a new vision of urban living. The project was co-commissioned with Stroom Den Haag in the 
Netherlands, integrating ideas about European globalisation and the city’s political culture of 
international justice and conflict mediation, as well as its cyber security industry. The project 
will relocate to Stroom in September 2018. In this iteration, Nøtel is upgraded with militarised 
architectural features and high-tech surveillance, referring to the billion-euro industry under 
the moniker of Hague Security Delta – a think-tank, consultancy and interest group connecting 
governments to commercial tech corporations, weapons manufacturers and cyber agencies – 
at once representing the official future vision for the region and remaining completely invisible 
in the city’s architecture.

The project continues Lek’s exploration of architectural visualisation as a means to examine the 
critical and aesthetic issues surrounding urban development. The installation enables visitors 
to reflect on how digital rendering can manipulate the public’s perception of space. 







Lawrence Lek creates speculative worlds and site-specific 
simulations using gaming software, video, installation 
and performance. Often based on real places and fictional 
scenarios, his digital environments reflect the impact of 
the virtual on our perception of reality. Recent exhibitions 
include: 2065, K11, Hong Kong (2018);  Play Station, Art 
Night, London (2017);  HyperPavilion, Venice Biennale 
(2017),  Glasgow International, Tramway, Glasgow (2016);  
SeMA Biennale Mediacity Seoul, Seoul Museum of Art, 
Seoul (2016). Lek received the Jerwood / Film & Video 
Umbrella Award in 2017, and the Dazed Emerging Artist 
Award in 2015.
 
Kode9 (Steve Goodman) is an artist, producer and DJ, 
founded the record label Hyperdub, and co-hosts the 
London-based experimental club night  Ø . He has released 
three albums:  Memories of the Future (2006),  Black 
Sun (2012) and  Nothing (2015). He is a member of the 
research collective Audint, wrote the book  Sonic Warfare: 
sound, affect and the ecology of fear (MIT Press: 2009) 
and is co-editor of  Unsound: Undead forthcoming on 
Urbanomic Press, 2018.
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